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Assistance
wanted to let you know that it has helped me focus on my
daily life, my health and what my future could be.” CherylMember Profile
Member Skills
Locate Member
“For me I feel so blessed to have had the ER & EP done...
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Being a member of Freedom Club has been a life line for
me. Bless you all !!!” Martha

TOPICS
SEC Resolution
Our Gratitude
Financial News
Papal Decree
Awakening
- Cabal blackmail and exposure has been the Benevolence
main delay for the release of the RV.
Quotes
Member Praise
- A peace treaty will be signed between the QE Praise

U.S., South Korea and North Korea officially
ending the armistice.
- The final battle of Syria will be resolved
before GESARA.
- The resolving of the Syria situation is not a
prerequisite for the RV.

- A solid RV date has been set sometime
before the end of this month.
- A few currencies will show up on Forex.
- Keep watch for the 800#'s.

Special Notice!
Payout Preparation:
Over our history several programs have been
implemented and will soon be ready for
disbursements.
To assist us in properly preparing your funds, it is
'imperative' that you provide us your details so we
know you are still active or you will be removed as
a member. If you have kept in touch with other
members, please also guide them to this process
for completion.

YOUR INPUT IS VITALL
1) We must hear from you or you are
Suspended:
If you DO NOT complete this form and commit to
support FCUSA or declare HARDSHIP, we cannot
support you and you will be SUSPENDED (NO
PAYOUT – NO SUPPORT).

2) If you have Processes and are
Suspended:

If you are suspended or behind in your 'Maintenance'
since 7/14 or from the start of your membership, you
must begin maintenance and attempt to get current or
declare Hardship or we will not pay your processes
and support you.

3) If you are a Member Only (with no
processes):
You must begin maintenance and attempt to get
current or declare Hardship or YOU will not be allowed
to participate in post AR processes and other
forthcoming club benefits. YOU WILL BE DROPPED
AS A MEMBER.

Complete Your Payout Preparation
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Dear Loyal FCUSA Members [Return]
FASTER, EASIER THAN EVER
Have you seen our updated FCUSA Home Page?

HERE’S WHAT WE DO FOR YOU
Thank you for your continuing support of our mission. Without
you, there is no FCUSA, no…

Earth News
RV News
GSA
LLCs
Live and Recorded Calls
(Intro, VIP, Member, Prosperity & QE)

Entity Removal (ER)
Emotion and Physical Clearing (EP)
and so much more.
My Favorite One Stop Shop for Everything

“I've decided FCUSA is just about "a one stop shop" for
everything!!! :) Financial, Spiritual, Practical, Health, Political,
and basic common sense education with muscle testing thrown
in to make it all work. Then add Quantum Energetics and we'll
be 5th dimension before we know it. Many, Many Thanks to you
and your wonderful crew for bring the best and brightest and
especially, "coming from the HEART" which perhaps is one of
the best things to give to HUMANITY and this precious EARTH.
MUCH MUCH LOVE TO YOU ALL. YOUR TIME AND EDUCATION
WILL BE FELT FOR GENERATIONS AND DIMENSIONS...”
Darla

Add Your Testimonial

Save Your Membership and Payouts
You may already be SUSPENDED.
For FCUSA to help you, you must also help us.

Payout Preparation REQUIRED
If you DO NOT complete this form and commit to support FCUSA or
declare HARDSHIP, we cannot support you and you will be
SUSPENDED (NO PAYOUT – NO SUPPORT).

If you have entered a process – you must respond.
If you have NOT entered a process – you must respond.
If you are a member – you must respond.
NO RESPONSE – NO FINANCIAL HELP

If you have kept in touch with other members, please guide them
to this page for completion.

Payout Preparation REQUIRED

WE ARE HONORED BY YOUR SUPPORT!
Here is how you have supported us in the past and we would be
honored again with your $300 annual dues (use option 4b).
If you prefer to opt into $30/month dues (use option 4a).

HAVE YOU LOST YOUR AR PAYOUT STATUS?
REGAIN YOUR STATUS
Perhaps you would like to make a one-time donation: donation
(use option 0).
If you have recently paid your dues, thank you. If you have
questions on back dues or other, click here.
What has been your experience from FCUSA or what suggestions
do you have for your club? Testimonial

May you be blessed throughout 2018,

Tom, Debbie, Lois, Ray, Sandy, Rick and staff.
Newest Offerings [Return]
FCUSA Newest Offering!!
Entity Removal & Protection

MEMBER PROGRAMS:

Access to all services, site pages and calls.

Full Member and Visitor Benefits
Featured Benefits:
 GSA IRS, State, CRA, Bank processes.
 LLC Creation.

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o





LLC’s are simple to work with.
Banks readily accept them.
You can use it to store cash and pay bills.
You can purchase cars & homes with
them.
You can sell them easily by simply
changing the manager – thus no real
estate or closing fees.
They limit liability to the item it owns.
It has positive tax advantages.
It is private – your name will not be found
during a search.

RV/GCR support and notification.
Entity Removal & Protection.
Emotion/Physical Clearing.
Membership

MEMBER PROGRAM: (commissioned)
STATE INCOME TAX - GSA PROGRAM
 Same powerful ‘International Common Law

World Court’ program for States.
 Same powerful results:
o Termination of State Tax based on
illegal IRS forms.
o Removal of liens, levies and suits.
o World Court fines due you of $500,000
or more per case.
o 2 step process.
o Commissions are available to qualified
VIPs.


GSA State Order: $595**
Payment (option 8)



GSA Fed Order: $795**
Payment (option 8)

 Membership: $300**
Payment

(one-time)
(option 3a)

 Maintenance: $30/mo.
Payment

(required)
(option 4a)

** Commissioned. See commission details on VIP
Commissions page.

ENTITY REMOVAL (ER) [Return]
WHAT ARE THEY?
 Centillions of invisible entities (220+ types)
have invaded billions of beings on our
planet.
 Some have been here for 13,000 years.
 If you have had ‘trauma’ in your life
(accidents, deaths, divorce, abuse,







depression, etc.), this is the opening needed
for nasty energies to invade your essence.
These are not viruses or bacteria and cannot
be ‘killed’ by drugs or chemicals.
These are non-physical etheric harmful
energies, entities and essences infested
within us, on our bodies or around us and
can be on your Spirit, Soul and Etheric Self.
Some have been with us most of our lives…
most recently in the last year or two.
They include the following and more:



Types: curses, implants, blasters, emitters,
predators, taskmasters, masterminds,
leaches, dragons, beasts, warlocks, devils,
demons, creators, overseers, programmers,
programs, machines, machinists,
jackhammers, shooters, crashers,
destroyers, directors, overlords, handlers,
controllers, connivers, executioners,
basilisks, barbarians, terminators,
exterminators, vipers, cesspools...
 Intensities: negative, dark, nasty, evil, ugly,
wicked, beastly...
.

HOW DO I KNOW HOW I HAVE BEEN
HARMED?.
 Review the symptoms below and notice
repetitive patterns of slow healing, failure,
defeat and out of control. These are
indicators of an entity presence.
.


Physically: pain, rashes, spinal
misalignment, vision, hearing, headaches,
fatigue, libido, stiffness, restless leg,
swelling, poor sleep, anxiety, weight gain,
low energy, poor or excessive appetite.
 Mentally: lack of concentration, poor
memory, forgetfulness, unfocused.
















Emotionally: nervous, anger,
discouragement, hopeless, blame, rage, fear,
depression, strife, etc.
Spiritually: disconnected, distrustful, fearful,
anxiety, lost, vulnerable.
Etherically: blocks ascension, ungrounded,
not in heart space, disconnected from
Creator, lack of truth, trust, discernment and
respect.
.
WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR ME?.
We have removed billions of all types of
‘nasties’ in all ‘intensities’ from individuals,
homes, vehicles, computers, pets and
workplaces worldwide.
We operate from our hearts within the Heart
of Creator of all-that-is.
We have been blessed with the ability to
locate and identify dark nasties of all types.
We do this within the presence of Creator
and powerful guides with deep gratitude and
appreciation.
We ask Creator to remove all identified
harmful items in the most appropriate
manner and for the individual’s highest and
best.
Our ‘Creator team’ then offers full healing,
optimization of your energies, provide full
protection and then shower your essence
with ‘sparkles’ of Creators light and love.

RESULTS
 Results are immediate. Processing and
integration typically occur over 24 hours.
 Clients report sensations of positive healing
throughout their bodies.
 Some report a calmness and inner peace.



Others report positive feelings emerge
replacing worries and fears.
 More report physical healing and a deeper
heart connection.
 Others notice family, friends and even
strangers treat them better and seek them
out.


Others notice emotions surfacing that had
been hidden. Then it’s time to utilize our EP
(Emotional & Physical) healing program after
you’ve done the ER (Entity Removal).



Following your session, we will email you the
names of the entities removed, how you
were affected, how long they have been
there, and the intensity (low or high) as well
as what was removed for your optional
family, homes, pets, workplace and cars.
Finally, we provide you Protection from
Future Attacks.
.
WHO ARE WE?
Rev. Tom and Reiki Master Lois have been
successfully providing energy and cleansing
work for a combined 22+ years. In recent
years, we have removed billions of all types
of ‘nasties’ in all ‘intensities’ remotely from
individuals, homes, vehicles, pets,
computers and the workplace worldwide.
There is no need for travel or even being on
a phone or internet for removal to occur.
All that is required is your willingness to
accept this gift with an open heart.








.
ENTITY REMOVAL TESTIMONIAL
Tom and Lois,

Wow! My husband was always arguing every
point with and then I would get started. Now
both of us can discuss things without an
argument. Sleep is still very good. I was at
my daughters this weekend and a complete
change in her. She seems so much happier.
There was actually a peaceful feeling in her
home. She still has trouble with sleep but I
feel it will come. Thanks to you and Lois.
May you both be blessed.
Long time Member

Dear Tom and Lois,
“What a blessing that I and my family were
able to receive, with the removal and
protection that you two gave us. Things are
so much more relaxed and calm in our
house. I myself feel a real grounding with
the earth and I take my time now when I
speak and move. All of the knowledge I have
received since I joined Freedom Club is
invaluable.”
Bless you both, Grateful Member

DONATIONS & ORDERING

.
$ 25: Initial Entity Testing
$ 50: Single Individual Clearing and Protection.
$100: Single plus Home, Car, Pet and Protection.
$100: Family* Clearing and Protection.
$150: Family* Home, Car, Pet and Protection.
$ 75: Workplace Protection.
.
* Family Covers 2 individuals: Add $40 each

additional family member.
.

EMOTION - PHYSICAL CLEARING (EP) [Return]
Clearing Response (How has your life changed?)
.









EMOTIONS AND PHYSICAL HEALTH
Following or in conjunction with Entity
Removal (required), you can complete your
return to wellness by releasing your deep
seated emotion and physical cleansing.
All physical ailments have a root in an
emotional disturbance or trauma.
Balancing our emotions is key for total
health.
Removing physical toxins from our bodies is
the next step for total health.
Rebuilding our physical form will begin the
process to restore us to our original
blueprint.
This process sets all these in motion to
rejuvenate you to your optimal self, feeling
love, peace, joy and abundant health.
DONATIONS & ORDERING

Emotional & Physical Clearing
$100: Individual Emotion/Physical Clearing.
(Entity removal and protection is required and can
be done with or before this process.)
.

Clearing Response
(How has your life changed?)

Update from Prime Creator [Return]
GCR/RV/NESARA

Key Challenges Resolved This Past Week
Week of 4/9-4/15
Special Earth: Decillions of items affecting Special Earth, her
kingdoms and humanity have been removed.
All-That-Is: Decillions of items affecting All-That-Is,
removed.
Beings of Lite: 100+ centillion items affecting beings of lite
outside paradigm, removed.
Creator: "We are now at a critical moment that will bring
peace to Special Earth and All-That-Is. The illusion you have
lived in will be removed and it is vital Special Earth and AllThat-Is is prepared to accept this change. Our mission is to
shield humanity of hurtful false beliefs as truths permeate
their consciousness. These truths will be processed thru your
Creator hearts replacing misbeliefs with Creator’s truth."
Creator’s Prophesy: “It is with great honor I bring you news
of your future dear beings of Special Earth. Your future has
been secured in my heart and in my light as I fill your hearts
and minds with new blessings that will astound you. Your
purpose and Mine are now in process of completion. Release
your false gods and surround yourself with my loving
embrace that will erase the pain and struggle from your life.
Witness perfection of yourself and others with eternal peace
in your heart and soul. Great physical and spiritual wealth is
forthcoming to uplift your spirits in preparation for your
final awakening. Inner wisdom will guide you from your
heart. Stay grounded with your Special Earth as greatness is
coming to those in their hearts.”
Channeled by Rev. Tom

Your Prime Creator of Light

THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR
Discover the multitude of gifts from Creator below.

Breaking News [Return]
GCR/RV/NESARA

Earth News
“Islam is not a religion of peace. It’s a political
theory of conquest that seeks domination by any
means it can.” – Ayaan Hirsi Ali
Horrific’ Hillary Clinton Snuff Film Circulating
Censorship Of Christians Across America #12
Political Correctness Is Fascism
GODLESS LEFTISTS

They Rule the Planet
Second American Revolution...Thomas & Betsy
SES Exposed
How Muslims Would Take Control Of America #46
Herb 100 Times Stronger Than Chemo
98% of shootings occur in no-gun zones #43

Ascension will provide us with liquid crystal bodies that
are youthful and do not age.
Ascension will be guided by Creator and will take our

souls and spirit to a new paradigm and a fresh new start.
Each soul will be creators of their own universe at levels 1
low thru 11 high determined by their spiritual growth from
your many lives in this paradigm.
Ascension will be nothing to fear at all...but will mark the
beginning of the 'Golden Age' where you will be creating
your own ‘heaven’ in your created new universe.

Prior to ascension and upon humanity’s awakening, there
will no longer be harm done instead we will bring love and
help to one another. This will bring world peace, NESARA,
GESARA, the RV and move planet Earth into the light for
the first time in 13,000 years since Atlantis.
THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR

Understanding Martial Law and Our
Court System

Learn about Martial Law

This Week’s Energy
We have now reached the critical energies needed in all
categories to affect positive change and ascension.
With the removal of more remnants of the “Y's" dark
energy in this universe and Special Earth, we can expect
more rapid return to light and positive successes for
humanity.

When humanity assimilates all the Light Indices new
energy, great changes will occur on Earth. Humanity will
no longer be able to do harm instead will love and support
one another.
THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR

Become a member

Welcome to the New Paradigm.

















No wars.
No illegal taxes.
No illegal bank debt.
No illegal corporate laws.
No illegal governments and courts.
No prisons.
No pollution.
No gas, oil or coal use for energy.
No gas burning vehicles.
No harmful drugs, GMOs, pesticides,
herbicides, chem-trails, fracking, sonar.
Unlimited prosperity.
All beings manifest all their needs & desires.
Full holistic healing methods.
All being are sovereign with Creator.
All live and make decisions from one’s heart.
All hearts function from love within the heart
of Prime Creator.
THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR

Channeled by T.S.

New GSA Processes END When
NESARA Announces
As promised, GSA will no longer accept GSA
processes as NESARA announces. NESARA will
be the energy that launches the GSA processes.
All processes started by NESARA announcement
will be honored to their completion.
GSA is doing it final preparations for submission
to the International Common Law World Court, so
we must have all NEW submissions entered and
COMPLETION of all GSA and WCNS previous
processes requiring payment or documents to be
submitted.

Initial GSA Orders
WCNS Orders
Payment

"Nothing ever goes away until it teaches us what we need
to know." - Pena Chodron

New GCR Procedures [Return]
Some new good developments have occurred with our exchanges
now making it doable to share the FIRST 800# via any electronic
means. The ZIM special number (if you have ZIM) is NOT to be
shared as it is your personal account #. Possibly you will be
transferred to a second number if you have ZIM.
If you are a member and on our RV List, you will receive an email

with the latest directions AND the first 800# to call.
Contact your 'gifted' ones any way you choose and provide them
the FIRST 800# ONLY. If they have ZIM, they will get their own
personal second 800# that they will NOT share with anyone.
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are

three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

GSA/WCNS CALL OUT

[Return]

GSA processing by the International Common Law
World Court is accepting it’s last entries
There are still hundreds of delinquent GSA accounts.

Check YOUR WCNS STATUS here
Check the WCNS column and scroll down to your member number (first
column in WCNS group). If you have a completion date in the third
column of WCNS, you are complete. If blank, something is missing.
Your GSA process WILL NOT be honored unless you have completed all
the affidavits, data, order and payment. If you are delinquent, your claim
will NOT be honored or PAID!
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLETE YOUR WCNS.
1000+ GSA and WCNS participants are lacking one or more essential
items in the following areas:
 Missing affidavits
 Missing data
 Missing order
 Missing payment
You can check your status here: If your GSA or WCNS columns do NOT
have a completion date… you are missing something that is stopping your
successful World Court victory!
If your process has not completed, use the following links to complete
your processes:

WCNS upgrade order:
http://freedomclubusa.com/inc/sdetail/62146/65275
WCNS data or affidavit: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/wcns
Bank Loans: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bank_loans
IRS or CRA: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/irs__cra
Bankruptcy: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bankruptcy
QUESTIONS
Contact us: info@gold-shield-alliance.com

PayPal payment: http://order-processing.net/ordering Option 8
Check/MO payment to:

Our New Earth
4002 Hwy 78 Suite 530-321
Snellville, GA 30039

AR VALIDATION

[Return]

Do you have an AR submitted and paid?

First, login to your backend.
Next review your orders. Are they accurate? (If you did an AR in 2004 or
2005, it will not show here; use your own documents for validation.

Next, validate each ‘paid’ order. (so you can get paid)

WHO IS FCUSA? NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

[Return]
Why become an FCUSA member?
Many of us are fed-up by the mainstream media’s ‘Fake News’ and want
a true source of news. Earth News provides you truthful insights into the

financial, political, health, tax and economic world with daily updates:
EARTH NEWS
FREE NEWSLETTER
Many are struggling with financial challenges:
The GCR (Global Currency Reset) can provide holders of value suppressed
currencies tremendous leverage at exchange time, the RV (Revaluation).
Members learn about undervalued currencies and ways to exchange
them in advantageous ways to help humanity, projects and themselves
financially.
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are

three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

Would you like to participate? Enjoy all member benefits:
Member Benefits
Full site access

Open Calls
Monday Intro Call
Wednesday Prosperity Call
Member Calls
Monday VIP Call
Tuesday Member Call
Thursday QE Call
Financial
RV NEWS AND NOTIFICATION
MONEY NEWS
NESARA
AMERICAN DREAM
PAPAL DECREE
GSA
LLC
BENEVOLENCE
Freedom

FREEDOM NEWS
CONSTITUTION
TAXES
Education
FREE NEWSLETTER
LIVE/RECORDED CALLS
RESEARCH
911 TRUTH
CHEMTRAILS
VACCINES
GMO’S
FLUORIDE
Wellness
ASCENSION
QUANTUM ENERGETICS
BIORENEW
Membership
MEMBERSHIP
MAINTENANCE

Turn your Financial challenges into hard cash with GSA!
Learn more
Toll Free Help with Placing any Order:

1-855-942-8324
9-4 Monday - Friday Eastern

ZIM UPDATE

[Return]

ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are

three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

Negotiated rates will be significantly higher with an NDA.

WHERE WILL YOU STASH YOUR CASH?

[Return]
The LLC is a great place to start. Own nothing and control
everything. Learn more

TRANSITIONING

[Return]

FCUSA has transitioned from its early days of education and the AR process
to so much more. We have adopted: Prosperity Calls to awaken us to our
connection to the higher realm; Quantum Energetics to awaken us to our
inner selves; Earth News to awaken us to ‘real truthful news’ of world
events; RV/GCR news to bring prosperity to all our members.
During these last few years we have been assaulted by the IRS and the
SEC… yet we have survived and thrived by the tenacity and heart centered
core group of our membership. This core group of deep believers using the
very club tools mentioned above have uplifted themselves to a higher
vibration and supported us from their hearts as well as financially. We are
deeply grateful for your support.
This same member support team never lost faith and watched us
reinvigorate our mission with a new easier home page, a new newsletter
format and ever more powerful QE sessions.
Unfortunately, many of our members turned away, lost faith or were
seeking only the money and not the self-development needed to attain our
destiny of ascension. For two years we invited all our members to grow
with us with our expanded vision of the future, many came forward and
supported us through monthly or yearly maintenance, others have fallen
into hardship and yet many more have ignored our request for member
support.
During the two year period we were not able to offer the AR opportunity
due to a false claim by a former once trusted member in our home office.
All parties involved will be disciplined at the proper time. With the
upcoming NESARA announcement, the final closure will come allowing us
to pay our AR programs.
Tough times for tough people to grow. How have you grown through your

own life ordeals? The Earth experience is a learning school… so how are
you dealing with your traumas… many are grumbling but more and more
are resolving and growing from these temporary challenges through the
inner work?
What about those who have turned their back on our club during its
greatest time of need? They were given 2 years to either contribute
$30/mo. or if in a hardship they could simply acknowledge such without
penalty. Yet, many did neither. Are they welcomed back? Most certainly…
but how?

GET CURRENT ON YOUR MAINTENANCE FOR $30/MO

[Return]








We have revisited hardships. Many members have fallen on
hardship since the initial cutoff of 7/11/16.
All members who had not responded to option 1 or 2 by
7/11/16 were SUSPENDED.
You now have an opportunity to regain your full status by
starting your maintenance at $30/mo.
This will restore your status and ready you for your AR
payouts.
We ask returning members to start their maintenance at
$30/mo. and pay their arrearages from July, 2014 as they are
able. If a newer member, maintenance begins from your start
date to present.
We ask returning members to do 5 sessions of QE, listen to 5
live or recordings of Prosperity Calls and read 10 articles on
Earth News and signup for the Newsletter (if not receiving).
Then complete the online ‘response’ option for each and
submit. Most members are already active with these events
and will not need to respond beyond starting their $30/mo.
QE Response
Prosperity Response
Earth News Response



Complete the appropriate Study Guide for your prior status.

Upon completion of all of the above, suspended members should
notify us at Contact Us of your completion. FCUSA will review your
restarting maintenance with a promise to bring current as doable

and review your return to ‘good standing’ with an email
acknowledgment allowing for your ARs to be paid.
Should you have missed your opportunity to claim ‘hardship’, use
this link.

ARE YOU AN ‘AR’ MEMBER?

[Return]

Following NESARA, FCUSA will then launch its AR payouts to
hydrate all our AR members in good standing.
Check your status here: Transitioning to AR Funding. Many of
our members have not participated in the required Maintenance
from 7/14 or done their One Time Maintenance Catch-up nor
have they selected Hardship by 7/11/16 and thus are
SUSPENDED.
If you are in this SUSPENDED group, learn how to Reinstate
Your Membership.

SPECIAL GIFTS FROM PRIME CREATOR [Return]
It has been another very busy week as Prime Creator has gifted Special
Earth, this Universe and many other Universes with cleansing.

THIS WEEKS GIFTS FROM PRIME CREATOR
Week of 4/16-4/22
Special Earth: Decillions of items affecting Special Earth, her
kingdoms and humanity have been removed.
All-That-Is: Decillions of items affecting All-That-Is, removed.
Beings of Lite: 100+ centillion items affecting beings of lite
outside paradigm, removed.
Creator: "We are now at a critical moment that will bring peace
to Special Earth and All-That-Is. The illusion you have lived in will

be removed and it is vital Special Earth and All-That-Is is prepared
to accept this change. Our mission is to shield humanity of hurtful
false beliefs as truths permeate their consciousness. These truths
will be processed thru your Creator hearts replacing misbeliefs
with Creator’s truth."

THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR

PRIOR GIFTS FROM PRIME CREATOR


4/16-4/22: Special Earth: Decillions of items affecting
Special Earth, her kingdoms and humanity have been
removed.



All-That-Is: Decillions of items affecting All-That-Is,
removed.



Beings of Lite: 100+ centillion items affecting beings of lite
outside paradigm, removed.



4/2-4/8: Special Earth & Humanity: 1 centillion items. Removed.
Special Earth & All Residents: 1 decillion items. Special and
removed.



3/26-4/1: Creator has removed the shield around those
‘not of the light’ that was blocking Creator’s light for 2000
years. Shield Removal is at 80%.



Creator: A 1000 year black cloud is releasing from Special
Earth and will neutralize darkness and bring world peace.
Removal is at 80%.



Creator continues to gift all beings of Special Earth by
removing numerous blockages inhibiting connection with
spirit, our hearts and Creator connection.



3/12-3/25: Creator has removed the shield around those
‘not of the light’ that was blocking Creator’s light for 2000
years. Shield Removal is at 80%.



3/12-3/25: A 1000 year black cloud is releasing from
Special Earth and will neutralize darkness and bring
world peace. Removal is at 80%.



3/12-3/25: Creator continues to gift all beings of Special


















Earth by removing numerous blockages inhibiting
connection with spirit, our hearts and Creator connection.
3/5-3/11: Creator has now removed centillions (1 followed
by 303 zeros) of centillions of malicious, nasty, ugly and
evil items affecting numerous aspects of life on Special
Earth, throughout the paradigm and beyond.
2/26-3/4: Creator has now removed centillions of
centillions (1 followed by 303 zeros) of malicious items
affecting numerous aspects of life on Special Earth.
2/19-2/25: Creator has now removed decillions of
decillions (5 followed by 60 zeros) of malicious items
affecting numerous aspects of life on Special Earth.
2/12-2/18: Groups by the septillions, decillions,
quadrillions, octillions, quintillions, trillions and sextillions
of dark entities are being removed daily by Prime Creator
of Light.
2/5-2/11: Creator: Creator has removed 5 decillion+ (5
followed by 60 zeros) of wicked and malicious items
affecting numerous aspects of life on Special Earth.
Creator has gifted all beings of Special Earth by removing
numerous blockages inhibiting connection with our hearts
and Creator connection.
1/29-2/4: Creator: More dark essences were removed
blocking Creators spiritual essence reaching Special Earth.
1/22: Creator: Chemtrail debris in everything and
everyone was intended to be the substance that will control
the minds and thoughts of humanity and animals when
they are inserted with a nano-chip in an inoculation. The
chip would be controlled by multiple sources emitting
frequencies to control the behavior desired including
killing the recipient. Creator is in process of extracting the
debris from all-that-is and our Special Earth.
1/23 Creator: Creator: 1 sexdecillion (look it up) wicked++
anomalies have been removed by Creator.
1/24: Creator: 1 centillion (look it up) wicked++ anomalies
have been removed by Creator.
1/25: Creator: Multiple dark entities were removed
blocking Creators spiritual essence reaching Special
Earth.
1/26: Creator: Additional dark entities were removed
blocking Creators spiritual essence reaching Special





Earth.
1/28: Creator Prophesy: It is with great honor I bring you
news of your future dear beings of Special Earth. Your
future has been secured in my heart and in my light as I fill
your hearts and minds with new blessings that will astound
you. Your purpose and Mine are now in process of
completion. Release your false gods and surround yourself
with my loving embrace that will erase the pain and struggle
from your life. Witness perfection of yourself and others
with eternal peace in your heart and soul. Great physical
and spiritual wealth is forthcoming to uplift your spirits in
preparation for your final awakening. Inner wisdom will
guide you from your heart. Stay grounded with your Special
Earth as greatness is coming to those in their hearts.
1/15 Creator: 1 quintillion additional wicked anomalies
have been removed by Creator.
1/16 Creator: Something was added to the Universe to
assist All-That-Is dealing with a wave of outer change
ending linier time.
1 quintillion additional wicked anomalies have been
removed by Creator.



1/17 Creator: 50 sextillion additional wicked entities have
been removed by Creator.
There was a veil around the Special Earth that was
blocking our spiritual awakening and potential since the
creation of Special Earth. Removed.



1/18 Creator: 3.5 quadrillion additional wicked entities
have been removed by Creator.



1/19 Creator: 1+ quadrillion additional wicked entities have
been removed by Creator.



1/20 Creator: Creator changed the frequencies of the US
cell towers intending harm to sentient life.



1/21 Creator: A change has been made to transition dark
into light for all sentient life outside this paradigm. An allencompassing wave of light has been provided containing
the energies of transformation.





1/10 Creator: More changes have been done to our
paradigm in preparation for our ascension by Creator.
50+ quadrillion anomalies have been now removed from
beings on Special Earth.
1/12 Creator: Chemtrails, 2 things can be done:
A) To the instigators of Chemtrails, there is something
interfering with the dark leaders of this project and with
their connection to Creator. Removed and Creator
connection restored.
B) Awaken the dark leaders to surrender physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Underway by Creator.














1/13 Creator: 500 quadrillion wicked anomalies affecting
human souls, spirits and bodies plus harming Special
Earth and her soul have been removed by Creator.
1/1-7 Creator: Multiple items have been removed on the
paradigm were messing with Creator’s spiritual light
reaching all-that-it.
1/1-7 Creator: More changes have been done to our
paradigm in preparation for our ascension by Creator.
12/31 Creator: There is a compromising dark energy around
SE with the main creator gone but it has a secondary energy
sustaining it. It is blocking communication with Creator; it is
manipulating our minds; and also, it is cutting off our ability
to discover truth and keeps us in the illusion.
12/29 Creator: Removed blocking spiritual energies to this
paradigm, domains and realms.
12/29 Creator: Providing continuous RNA as needed to all
of humanity.
12/28 Creator: Special Earth has been provided a blessing
of love. All-that-is on Special Earth has also received a
blessing of enlightenment.
12/25 Creator: Special Earth needs a rejuvenation to raise
her vibrations for a reactivation of her god-self. She will
regain her original essence by accepting this gift from
Creator. With loving grace it is Creators honor to deploy
the elements needed for her full rejuvenation. This gift
will raise Special Earth’s spiritual energies high enough to
allow the ascension of humanity.
12/23 Creator: Creator has engaged the current paradigm
spiritually with all-that-is within.




















12/23 Creator: Creator has awakened within all spiritual
essences their heart connection to the heart of Prime
Creator of light.
12/22 Creator: A dark essence around Special Earth is
blocking spiritual energy from Creator. Removed.
Creator: A dark essence just outside this Universe is blocking
spiritual energy from Creator. Removed.
12/21 Creator: There will be light and love abounding on
Special Earth as the light consumes the remainder of the
darkness. Merry Christmas!
12/20 Creator: There is no longer a need for our Universe's
shell to separate it from other Universes as they have
already been extinguished. It will have a neutral impact on
the solar system. Beings and essences in the realms will
have a higher vibrational connection with Creator.
12/19 Creator: Creator has set in motion the ending of
chemtrail spraying.
Humanity's hearts are opening and connecting their god-self
to the heart of Creator.
12/18 Creator: Creator has removed the "gatekeepers" of all
darkness on Special Earth. This has held in all darkness on
our planet and now will allow for their rapid removal and
replacement with light.
12/11-12/17 Creator: Creator has gifted Pope Francis. A
Vatican Cardinal was the instigator working with a
wicked entity putting the Pope into a coma simulating
death so the dual positive souls would leave, then a dark
soul was inserted. Creator removed the dark invasive
soul and replaced it with St. Germaine and Ashtar souls
and provided more protection for the Pope in all areas
Pope Francis visits daily.
Creator provided an intention for all humanity to open
their hearts of their higher-selves to receive upcoming
cleansing.
Creator: Creator has provided all Special Earth beings a
new gift for our emotions, physical and spiritual healing.
Once entities are removed, you are then ready for
complete revitalization.
Following or in conjunction with Entity Removal
(required), you can complete your return to wellness by
releasing your deep seated emotion and physical
cleansing.
All physical ailments have a root in an emotional
disturbance or trauma.



















Balancing our emotions is key for total health.
Removing physical toxins from our bodies is the next
step for total health.
Rebuilding our physical form will begin the process to
restore us to our original blueprint.
This process sets all these in motion to rejuvenate you to
your optimal self, feeling love, peace, joy and abundant
health.

12/4-12/10: Creator: A dark aspect has been removed from
Special Earth blocking the spiritual access to Creator.
Another dark aspect was removed from Special Earth that
was negatively affecting all beings feelings of well-being.
Creator: The old paradigm has been extinguished and a
replacement paradigm has been created to replace the old
until the ascension. This will remove all emotional pain from
all of humanity and all kingdoms and place ALL of humanity
into their heart space.
All harmful sources such as viruses, chemtrails, GMO’s,
harmful chemicals, manmade insects, vegetation,
air/water/land pollution, radiation, cars, smokestacks, cell
towers, smart meters, fracking, fluoride, additives,
pesticides, herbicides and vaccinations will be removed and
their harmful effects will be cleansed. There will no longer
be allowed the creation of harmful poisons or attacks on
humans, kingdoms, or Special Earth. There will be a
detoxification of all of Special Earth and all kingdoms and
natural healing will come from the light of the replacement
paradigm.
Creator: Special Earth will be transformed etherically to a
higher vibration when Creator finds it optimal and all-that-is
on Special Earth will feel inner peace.
Creator: 1 nasty creator has 40 wicked vampires waiting for
the RV to envelope Special Earth with a bubble of darkness
blocking Creators light and communications with All-That-Is
on Special Earth. Creator has created ‘White Lightning’ to
cleanse Special Earth with a bubble of light surrounding it
and all ALL dark and harmful things affecting all beings
including the removal of the vampires and its creator. This
has now been set in motion.
11/27-12/3 Creator: The old paradigm is being
extinguished.
A) A neutral spiritual aspect in the old paradigm is stuck and




















removed.
B) A neutral spirit essence influencing two other spiritual
neutral essences are placeholders when the old paradigm is
gone and is to be an anchor point in space.
C) A new light was activated in the ‘new space’.
D) A new special ‘air’ was created for the new space.
E) The 'new space' was solidified as a new structure.
Creator: Creator has removed a dark essence blocking
spirituality throughout the Old Paradigm. Something was
messing with the heart of the Universe and has been
disengaged.
11/20-11/26 Creator: There was a spiritual interference in
the old paradigm, blocking communications from All-That-Is
to Creator when energy rises to certain levels. 2 yrs.
Removed.
Creator: Removed a spiritual blocker on the Universe.
Creator: There was an EDD (Emotional Disturbance Device),
creating bad vibes throughout All-That-Is for 1 year. EDD is
sending signals to DD (Distribution Device) who then
distributes the agitation emotions throughout All-That-Is. It
interferes with our abilities to conceive reality. Removed.
2nd item: Something was blocking communications between
Creator and All-That-Is. A CBD (Communication Blocking
Device) outside the Universe, transmits to his partner, a
transmitter inside the Universe who then transmits
intermittently and interferers with the Universe’s ability to
communicate with Creator when the Universe needs
Creator communication most. 1 yr. Removed.
Creator has set in motion an awakening for All-That-Is in the
old paradigm. All will become aware they are living in an
illusion and not real.
Creator: There was something blocking spirituality of
humans on Special Earth. This is inhibiting humans from
getting into their heart space and communicating with
Creator. Removed.
3 items on the Universe are messing with all beings
communication with Creator. 2 dark essences outside the
old paradigm are harming 1 neutral essence also outside the




















old paradigm is the communications between Creator and
ATI in the old paradigm. 12 mos.. A neutral change is
occurring and spreading on the old paradigm initiated by a
dark essence on an energy source and has now been
removed. It is also affecting 1 realm of light.
Creator: A dark essence is being removed from the Old
Paradigm set in motion today. The dark essence was
removing spirituality from the Old Paradigm and was
creating a dullness in ATI.
Creator: There is something blocking spirituality of humans
on Special Earth from something on the Universe. Removed.
Creator:
First: There is something interfering with spirituality of
humans on SE from something inside the Universe.
Removed.
Second: There is something interfering with
communications of beings on Special Earth from something
inside the Universe. Removed.
Third: There is something interfering with 30% of beings on
Terra from something on the Universe. Removed.
11/13-19. Creator has removed 100’s of harmful entities
from dozens of participants, homes, cars and the workplace.
Learn more about ER (Entity Removal) for yourself.
Creator has removed from our Sunr: 20 wicked groups from
her etheric self, 10 wicked hell-raisers and 1 wicked
detached creator. Present and active for 1 year. High
intensity. QE was provided to her during our Thursday live
session.
Creator has removed 100+ million harmful entities
throughout the Universe.
Creator has removed a wicked essence on the shell of the
Universe interfering randomly with communications from
Creator with all beings on and around Special Earth and a
positive souled essence in the void.
Creator has removed a very dark essence that has been
















interfering with and stopping the creation of substance in
the Universe. If the creation was benevolent or could harm
it or harm any dark essences, it was halted. This was created
4 years ago by the ‘Y’.
Creator has cleansed St. Germaine, Ashtar, Master Lady
Nada, Sananda and Eriel of heavy contamination of
infestations of wicked entities.
60% of humanity on Earth plus homes, cars and workplaces
are contaminated creating “Physical, Mental, Emotional,
Spiritual and Etheric” symptoms including halting ascension.
Learn more.
11/13–11/19 Creator: Removed something interrupting the
spiritual Merkaba flow/rotational aspects of this Universe
and interrupting messages to Creator.
Creator: Creator has adjusted this Universe spiritually and
realigned her spiritual self.
Creator: Creator removed a very dark entity from 600
beings on Special Earth that has a dark soul still
communicating with their beings supplying them dark
thoughts and initiatives. There are 2 controlling systems,
one is Advanced Technology and the other controls their
spirituality replacing Creator messages with dark messages.
Creator: Certain beings of light have broken through the
limiting light barrier shattering it to extinguish all residual
darkness on Special Earth. Creator is now 'mopping up' the
remaining residue throughout the planet. We have finally
been freed from the heavy darkness for the first time in
13,000 years.
Ginger (soul or our Sun): An evil menace was affecting
Ginger’s etheric self for 12 months and radiating its evil
energy to Special Earth affecting all beings at their etheric
emotional aspects and interacting with chemtrails to
magnify the effects of the chemtrails and the radiation. The
evil menace is also radiating a dark energy affecting the soul
of Special Earth's spirituality. Removed.
Creator: The top 2% in the US with the highest emotional












energy will be spiritually gifted by Creator with a positive
change for attracting abundance.
Creator: A change was made to the soul of our Universe,
Patience, to enhance her spirituality.
Creator: Numerous individuals have been cleansed of their
destructive entities adversely affecting them. Rev. Tom and
Reiki Master Lois working with Prime Creator have been
blessed with the gifts necessary to identify and remove a
multitude of harmful entities in/on/around beings physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual and etheric essences. This is
done by grounding then aligning in our hearts within the
heart of Prime Creator. Once identified, with deep
gratitude and appreciation, Prime Creator removes these
entities in the manner most appropriate and for the highest
and best of the individual. Thanks are then given to Creator
and the Holy Spirit for this blessing.
10/30-11/5: Creator: Creator has transmuted darkness to
light. A field around human bodies allowed us to feel and
adventure into darkness and has now been removed.
Creator: A spiritual aspect from Creator needs to engulf the
shell of the Universe as it dissipates into the void. This
spiritual vapor will dissolve all darkness on, around and
within this U.
Creator: Something blocking human’s spiritual access was
removed. 10 nasty things removed working independently.
1 had a ‘hooks’ into 98% of humanity. The others each
affected 1/9th of humanity each to further block our
communication with Creator and intuition. Removed.
10/23-10/29: Prime Creator: Something new and neutral
surrounds Special Earth and is affecting all souled
residents on Special Earth provided by Creator to ease us
into the light by connecting our hearts with Creators
heart. This energy replaces the matrix and is easing us into
the higher vibrations of who we are. The god-self is
awakening within all on Special Earth to further guide us
to Creator. At the time of Atlantis and the fall of man,
something was put in us to block our awakening and
connection to Creator has now been removed within us.

















Our etheric selves have received a spiritual booster that
will activate when in our Liquid Crystal bodies following
ascension and will create an expanded spiritual presence.
This is a special gift from Creator as a bonus for the many
traumas Special Earth residents have had to overcome.
Prime Creator: 600 of the darkest beings have been
removed from the physical essence of SE. These 600 beings
have been taken off planet to a galactic ship and in holding
and processing to return them to light. This will accelerate
Special Earth’s resident’s ascension. They include all cabal
families 20, the 7 behind the cabal, Kim (N. Korea),
Obama, Bush Sr. and Jr., Bill and Hillary Clinton,
Cheney, Rockefeller Jr., Soros, John McCain, Paul Ryan,
Pelosi, CDC 1, CIA 2, FBI 1, Military 1, Ely Lilly 1, ISIS
100 (worldwide), Pedophiles 200, Religious 50, Pentagon 1,
Internet 1, Social Media 1, Medical Industry 1, Human
Traffickers 15, ANTIFA 1, Alcohol 1, plus 184 of the
darkest individuals worldwide.
Prime Creator: All humans on SE are blocked spirituality.
There are 3 evil things are blocking all of humanities
spiritual pathways and emotions for 9 months. Removed.
10/16: Human Souls: 5 chains. 11 months.
Chain 1: 50 wicked blasters, 2nd 20 nasty machines, 3rd
10 evil AT, 4th 5 wicked sources, 5th 1 wicked creator.
Why: Blocking access to their spiritual selves producing
frustration and separation of soul and spirit.
Chain 2: 50 evil emitters, 2nd 20 ugly programs, 3rd 20
ugly things, 4th 10 wicked sources, 5th 5 wicked handlers,
6th 1 wicked creator.
Why: Blocking access to our ‘I Am’ presence producing
inadequate, divided and frustrated feelings.
Chain 3: 30 ugly machines, 2nd 20 ugly AT, 3rd 10 wicked
sources, 4th 5 wicked controllers, 5th 1 wicked controller.
Why: The souls are cutoff from cleansing their own souls
producing distraught and horrified.
Chain 4: 20 evil emitters, 2nd 10 ugly machines, 3rd 5 ugly
sources, 4th 1 creator.
Why: Encapsulated the soul producing a void feeling, fear,
worthless, listless.
Chain 5: 20 evil AT, 2nd 10 ugly machines, 3rd 5 ugly
sources, 4th 1 wicked creator.


























Why: Attacking the soul producing feelings of hurt, barely
subsisting, crappy, disempowered.
3 Bosses: Working in unison.
Boss 3: Controlling chains through the chain creators.
Boss 2: Liaison between boss 1 and 3. Keeps boss hidden.
Boss 1: Wicked controller of humanities souls.
Over Boss: No longer exists.
Master creator: Wicked #2 is all encompassing controlling
all aspects of all chains and bosses.
Why: They wanted to thumb their noses at PC by
demonstrating how they could control his soul creations.
10/17: Humans Etheric Selves: 15 chains. 11 months.
Chain 1: 20 evil emitters, 2nd 10 evil AT, 3rd 5 evil
sources, 4th 1 nasty creator.
Why: Pounding on the spiritual aspect producing pain.
Chain 2: 20 evil blasters, 2nd 20 evil machines, 3rd 10
nasty sources, 4th 5 ugly controllers, 5th 1 wicked creator.
Why: Being water-boarded producing torturous,
muddled, immobilizing and continuous suffering.
Chain 3: 10 evil things, 2nd 10 nasty things, 3rd 5 ugly
sources, 4th 1 wicked creator.
Why: Messing with the emotional aspect producing
feelings of limitation, constricted, tense, out of control,
overwhelmed, pain, and bitterness.
Chain 4: 10 wicked creators.
Why: Constricting the spiritual aspects producing
feelings of headache, tension, pissed off, beaten,
extinguished, doom, left for dead, rubbish, alienated, pain
and weak.
Chain 5: 1 wicked #2 creator.
Why: Constricting the spiritual aspects producing
harmful feelings and affects. (doom, destitute, destructed,
cut-off, attacked, vulnerable, door mat, numb, discarded,
sinking, abandon, terminated, overcome, flabbergasted,
wrath, torment, horror, barren). Resulting in death of the
spiritual window.
10/18: Humans Etheric Selves: 50 chains. 11 months.
Chain 1: 50 evil blasters, 2nd 30 nasty AT, 3rd 20 ugly

































programs, 4th 10 ugly machines, 5th 5 wicked sources, 6th
1 wicked creator: producing harmful feelings and affects.
Chain 2: 20 evil emitters, 2nd 10 nasty machines, 3rd 5
ugly sources, 4th 1 wicked creator.
Chain 3: 20 evil AT, 2nd 10 nasty sources, 3rd 5 ugly
handlers, 4th 1 wicked creator.
Chain 4: 10 evil machines, 2nd 5 ugly sources, 3rd 1
wicked creator.
Chain 5: 10 nasty machines, 2nd 5 ugly sources, 3rd 1
wicked creator.
Chain 6: 5 nasty sources, 2nd 1 wicked creator.
Chain 7: 5 ugly sources, 2nd 1 wicked creator.
Chain 8: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 9: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 10: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 11: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 12: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 13: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 14: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 15: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 16: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 17: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 18: 5 nasty sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 19: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 20: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 21: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 22: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 23: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 24: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 25: 5 ugly sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 26: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 27: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 28: 5 ugly sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 29: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 30: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 31: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 32: 1 wicked creator.



























Chain 33: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 34: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 35: 1 wicked creator. The above affect physical,
mental and emotional aspect.
Chain 36: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 37: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 38: 5 nasty sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 39: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 40: 5 ugly sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 41: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 42: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 43: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 44: 5 ugly sources, 1 wicked creator.
Chain 45: 10 ugly blasters, 2nd 10 ugly machines, 3rd 5
ugly sources, 4th 5 wicked handlers, 6th 1 wicked creator.
Emotional.
Chain 46: 50 ugly blasters, 2nd 50 ugly AT, 4th 20 wicked
machines, 5th 30 wicked sources, 6th 20 wicked handlers,
7th 10 wicked controllers, 8th 5 wicked creators, 9th 1
head boss. Physical.
Chain 47: 10 nasty emitters, 2nd 5 ugly sources, 3rd 1
wicked creator. Emotional.
Chain 48: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 49: 1 wicked creator.
Chain 50: 50 wicked blasters, 2nd 50 wicked AT, 3rd 50
wicked machines, 4th 50 wicked programs, 5th 10 wicked
sources, 6th 10 wicked handlers, 1 wicked creator, 10
wicked controllers. Emotional.
10/19: Creator: Something from the fall of man for all
beings on Special Earth has been changed This will now
support our etheric bodies during ascension.
10/20: Creator: Found the etheric self of Jesus has had 7
lives, the latest being Jesus. All were trapped here. His
last life as Jesus and upon ascending to the 4th dimension
and returning with his hologram, some dark entities put 2
blocks on him so he could not reincarnate or use a
hologram to return to Earth. Creator has freed him at the
etheric level. He will ascend with the rest of us.
10/21: Creator: 100 chains affecting humanity’s etheric






self. 11 months. Removed.
Creator: 140 chains affecting humanity’s etheric self. 12
months. Removed.
10/22: Assimilation day.
10/9: Creator removed a wicked essence that would have
caused great destruction to the old paradigm including
Gaia Earth. We need to save Gaia’s etheric essence and
soul.
10/10: Something around Special Earth is “stopping“ all
beings on Special Earth from sending messages to Creator.



2% of humanity has blamed ‘God’ for their life issues and
cursed God thus closing down their 3rd eye connection to
Creator. Creator has opened their 3rd eye in a loving way
restoring their connection to Creator.



An etheric communication device has been resurrected
from the time of Atlantis to aid in our communication with
Creator.



Something around Special Earth is ‘doing the dirty’ on all
Special Earth beings spiritual ability to ascend.



Something is around Special Earth messing with our
mental status in the brain and is sending false messages of
misalignment in low back precipitating low back
problems.



3 wicked “bastards“ emitting some nasty stuff blocking
our spiritual ascension.



2 stationary nasty things are monitoring human fear and
activates when fear drops sending fear filled negative
thoughts and affecting our spiritual ascension.



2 wicked critters removed from around the body of Special
Earth. It is blocking all spiritual energy to or from Special
Earth beings for 2 years. They intended to stop the
ascension of the etheric essences of Special Earth beings.



1 wicked culprit removed around Special Earth that was
blocking spiritual energy for 2 years. It intended to stop
the ascension of our etheric essences.



1 wicked thing outside this Universe removed interfering
with the spiritual energy of the Universe and all-that-is

within.


Another wicked thing outside this Universe was removed
interfering with the spiritual energy of the Universe and
all-that-is within.



1 wicked thing emitting something around Special Earth
was removed interfering with the spiritual essence of allthat-is on Special Earth, intending to stop the ascension of
the etheric essences of beings.



Another wicked thing emitting something around Special
Earth was removed interfering with the spiritual essence
of all-that-is on Special Earth, intending to stop the
ascension of the etheric essences of beings.



Another wicked thing emitting something around Special
Earth was removed interfering with the spiritual essence
of all-that-is on Special Earth, intending to stop the
ascension of the etheric essences of beings.



10/11: Prime Creator has removed the following for
humanity today:



Special Earth: 20 chains around etheric SE. 11 months
around Special Earth.
Chain 1: 1 wicked #1. Blasting all beings on SE into a
discombobulated state.
Chain 2: 1 wicked #1. Prohibiting us from knowing and
speaking the truth.
Chain 3: 1 wicked #1. Blocking positive thoughts and
replacing with hurtful and unkind thoughts.
Chain 4: 2 wicked #2. Infusing anger continuously to ATI.
Constricting humans sense of inner peace.
Chain 5: 1 wicked #1. Sending harmful pulses to disarm
and destroy our spirituality.
Chain 6: 1 wicked #1. Disrupting our connection to
Creator and intimidating all attempts to try.
Chain 7: 1 wicked #1. Blocking human’s spirituality by
constricting access within our hearts.
Chain 8: 1 wicked #1. Inserting discouragement feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 9: 1 wicked #1. Inserting bitterness feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.


































Chain 10: 1 wicked #1. Inserting unwanted feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 11: 1 wicked #1. Inserting worthless feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 12: 1 wicked #1. Inserting loneliness feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 13: 1 wicked #1. Inserting sorrow feelings in being’s
brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 14: 1 wicked #1. Inserting unappreciated feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 15: 1 wicked #1. Inserting unwanted feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 16: 1 wicked #1. Inserting discouraged feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 17: 1 wicked #1. Inserting shame feelings in being’s
brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 18: 1 wicked #1. Inserting blame feelings in being’s
brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 19: 1 wicked #1. Inserting abandoned feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Chain 20: 1 wicked #1. Inserting distrust feelings in
being’s brains and 3rd eyes.
Universe: Etheric U. 10 chains around Universe.
Chain 1: 20 super wicked thing, 2nd 10 wicked 2 things,
3rd 1 wicked 3 creator.
Chain 2: 1 wicked #2 thing. Blocking the spiritual
awakening for all beings in this U.
Chain 3: 1 wicked #2 thing. Dominate beings in every
aspect of their existence.
Chain 4: 1 wicked #3 thing. Mobile. Confusing our 3rd eye
connection with Creator.
Chain 5: 1 wicked #1 thing. Blocking our emotional
connection to Creator.
Chain 6: 1 wicked #1 thing. Mobile. Messing with our 3rd
eye and nervous system.
Chain 7: 1 wicked #1 thing. Messing with our entire
physical essence.
Chain 8: 1 wicked #1 thing. Imposing religious/misbeliefs
upon the truth from Creator.
Chain 9: 1 wicked #1 thing. Imposing the emotion of anger
deeply into beings.
Chain 10: 1 wicked #1 thing. Imposing a burst of
















separation from Creator upon beings.
20 years around Universe.
10/12: Prime Creator has removed the following for
humanity today:
A group of wicked entities were interfering and replacing
messages from Creator with dark thoughts.
Another group inhibited beings ability to connect to
Creator.
Another group Interfered and replaced messages from
Creator with dark thoughts.
An aspect of the 'Y' was stopping communications to
Creator and messed with 3 Earth beings of light.
A second aspect of the 'Y' disconnected all beings from
Creator.
Also precipitated within humanity, bitterness toward
Creator.
Also blocked humanities ability to speak the truth.
All have now been successfully removed.
10/13: Prime Creator has removed the following for
humanity today:
Two aspects around the Universe have been removed in
preparation for ascension.
Two additional aspects on the Universe have been
removed in preparation for ascension.
One nasty evil thing was removed from Secial Earth. This
was altering all being’s positive emotion of wonder … and
making it dark.



10/14: Universal Mission Statement:
"Overcome challenges, learn the lessons, forgive and
ascend."



10/15: SE & U: Universe: Etheric self. 20 chains. Patience.
11 months.
Chain 1: 1 evil creator. Something is compromising her
spiritual essence with a veil of darkness.
Chain 2: 1 dark creator. Her emotional essence is being
blocked by a dark blanket.
Chain 3: 1 dark creator. Her emotional essence is being
blocked by an obstruction of doom.

























Chain 4: 1 evil creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by an
object of corruption.
Chain 5: 1 evil creator. Her emotional essence is
compromised by a trap of discouragement.
Chain 6: 1 evil creator. Her emotional essence is
overwhelmed by calamity.
Chain 7: 1 evil creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by an
evil attacker.
Chain 8: 1 nasty creator. Her spiritual essence is
compromised by a smothering of darkness.
Chain 9: 1 nasty creator. Her mental essence is overcome by
internal disruption.
Chain 10: 1 ugly creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by
eminent doom.
Chain 11: 1 nasty creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by
a path of destruction.
Chain 12: 1 evil creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by
an evil black light.
Chain 13: 1 dark creator. Her spiritual essence is blocked by
a harmful badass.
Chain 14: 1 nasty creator. Her emotional essence is a
burning caldron.
Chain 15: 1 dark creator. Her emotional essence is a burning
hell.
Chain 16: 1 evil creator. Her spiritual essence is a burning
caldron.
Chain 17: 1 dark creator. Her spiritual essence is brutally
compromised.
Chain 18: 1 dark creator. Her physical essence is viciously
attacked.
Chain 19: 1 evil creator. Her spiritual essence is
compromised by a viscous attacker.
Chain 20: 1 master creator. He is using his dark emotional
evil presence upon all his minions to crush Patience.
Patience (this Universe): 1 evil creator with 3 aspects.






















1st: Blocking her spiritual connection with her etheric self.
2nd: Annihilating her spiritual connection with Creator.
3rd: Her mental abilities are being obliterated.
SE Etheric Self: 1 neg. creator with 3 aspects.
1st: Her spiritual etheric is being disconnect to her physical
self, producing sorrow.
2nd: Her spiritual etheric self is being pulled apart producing
anxiety.
3rd: Her emotional etheric self is being painfully
disconnected from creator.
Grace: 1 dark creator with 4 aspects.
1st: Her spiritual link to SE is compromised producing
anguish and bitterness.
2nd: Her spiritual connection to Creator is constricted,
producing anger based anxiety and despair.
3rd: Her spiritual connection to her higher-self has been
compromised, producing uneasiness.
4th: Her spiritual connection to Creator is disharmonious,
producing despair and desperation.
10/2: There is a spiritual blockage affecting all-that-is in this
Universe. Removed by Creator. 99% of this Universe has been
extinguished with all souls ascended. O our solar system is all that
remains preparing for the new paradigm.
10/3: An exit door from the Matrix was discovered but locked.
Passing through the door will dissolve the Matrix and allow
humanity to return to our higher selves for maximum love, peace
and joy forever (the ascension). The key is to remove all residual
dark essences and energies interfering with the souls and higher
selves of Special Earth beings.
10/4: Following our ascension, we will be one with our higher
self, ‘I am’ presence, soul, god-self, and our Christ consciousness
will integrate within us. We will be taken to our appropriate
receiving station (1-11) based on our spiritual energy. We will
then receive our new liquid crystal bodies and participate in an
orientation and preparation for our role as ‘creators’ and
managers of our own universes.
10/5: Tens of thousands more wicked things were removed
throughout the Universe by Creator.
10/6: Tens of thousands more wicked things were removed
throughout the Universe by Creator.



















There is something around the MV blocking spiritual messages to
all-that-is including our etheric selves and souls within the multiverse. Now removed by Creator.
There is something blocking spiritual messages from entering this
Universe to all-that-is. Removed by Creator.
Creator has removed a barrier from Special Earth that is blocking
spiritual messages from being to being.
Creator has removed something outside this Universe interfering
with human’s ability to feel well. This has existed since 2011 to
discourage humanity from raising their vibrations.
10/7: Many more wicked energies from outside this Universe
interrupting the etheric self of a light being on Special Earth
aiding human’s ascension has been removed by Creator.
9/25: Numerous dark, nasty and wicked energies were removed
by Creator limiting spiritual communication.
9/26: Hundreds more evil and wicked energies were removed by
Creator interfering and blocking 3rd eye and spirituality.
9/27: Thousands of wicked blasters, machines, handlers,
controllers and creators interfering with ascension and
spirituality were removed by Creator.
9/28: Thousands of wicked machines, blasters and emitters
interrupting spirituality were removed by Creator.
9/29: Numerous nasty emitters and machines removed from
Special Earth beings by Creator.
9/30: The extinguishing of the last Universe (our universe) has
started.
10/1: More dark energies are blocking humanities ascension and
blocking our spirituality. Removed by Creator.
9/18: A dark energy was blocking spiritual light for all-that-is on
Special Earth and was removed by Creator.
9/19: At the time of the ‘fall of man’ on Atlantis, the Annunaki
placed a blockage on humans downgraded carbon based bodies
to block their etheric connection to all-that-is (ATI) and Creator.
To help us, Creator placed a protection on us so the dark ones
could not molest our spiritual essence and added an etheric
thread to find our way back home through our etheric self. The
temporary thread has now been replaced restoring us to our
original access to Creator and ATI.
9/20: A day of assimilation.
9/21: Creator has extinguished a very dark essence outside this
universe created by 2 aspects of the 'Y' that had cast a 'spell'
upon humanity to block their awakening, moving into the light

and blocking their spiritual connection with Creator.


A very wicked robot had created a large field of disruption
blocking spiritual messages from Creator. Creator has removed.



A booby trap was discovered laid out by the ‘Y’ to stop our
ascension. Two of the aspects of the ‘Y’ created these. 11,080
nasty entities were in/on/around Special Earth and the Universe.
These were monitored by 225 robots. Should any one or more
entity be removed, all would be triggered to emit very dark and
potent nasty energy upon the Earth and Universe.
9/22: Creator has found a way to extinguish all the previous days
11,080 and 225 robots without doing harm to anyone.




All Universes (199) except our own have now been extinguished.
All souls from these Universes have ascended and are in
hibernation awaiting Special Earth’s ascension.



Creator is preparing for Special Earth humanity’s ascension. Each
galaxy of ascended souls will be gathered and brought to the New
Paradigm receiving station where they will be guided to their
appropriate station (1-11) according to their light index.



Three beings of light aboard their transporting vessel will provide
each soul with inner peace, comfort, safety, trust and
unconditional love on their journey.
9/23: 100 beings on Special Earth need a change with their
spiritual communications with Creator. Corrected by Creator.








9/17: Another wicked source using a device was sending very
dark energy blocking spirituality to all-that-is in the Universe.
Removed by Creator.
When humanity assimilates all the Light Indices new energy,
great changes will occur on Earth. Humanity will no longer be able
to do harm instead will love and support one another.
9/11: A day of healing and absorbing more light following the
removal of the ‘Y’, the source of all darkness in this Universe.
9/12: Several evil essences were removed from our Universe.
9/13: Additional dark/evil essences were removed from the
Universe by Creator from 1 year ago. One wicked thing around
this Universe, another evil thing on this Universe and two wicked
things out further around the Universe was extinguished from 2
years ago. Thousands of negative, dark and evil things continue to
be removed from beings on Special Earth.

















9/14: For the last 12 months, two special beings of light on
Special Earth have become attractors of all remaining evil and
nasty essences so Creator could remove them efficiently freeing
mankind. This continues to progress daily. Earth and the Universe
are now clean of all dark essences except for these two beings of
light that will be clearing soon. An upliftment of joy at the soul
level of all-that-is will prepare all souls for their schooling at their
station in the New Paradigm.
9/15: All Universes (199) except our own have now been
extinguished. All souls from these Universes have ascended and
are in hibernation awaiting Special Earth’s ascension. Creator is
preparing for Special Earth humanity’s ascension. Each galaxy of
ascended souls will be gathered and brought to the New
Paradigm receiving station where they will be guided to their
appropriate station (1-11) according to their light index. Three
beings of light aboard their transporting vessel will provide each
soul with inner peace, comfort, safety, trust and unconditional
love on their journey.
9/16: Creator continues to cleanse the ‘beacon’ light beings
holding the last remaining aspects of darkness and thus returning
light to our planet.
9/17: When humanity reaches all the Light Indices minimum or
greater percent, great changes will occur on Earth.
Humanity will no longer be able to do harm instead will love one
another. We will also see the departure of those who have not
reached the needed light indices. They will be taken to a special
place for awakening.
9/4: A spiritual hindrance interfering with humanity has being
removed from our Universe.
9/5: Dark essences were removed from Earth and our Universe
affecting emotions and messages from Creator.
9/6: Creator gave Lois and Tom the message to activate the “I
Am” presence on our QE call Thursday 9/7. Members can listen to
the QE recording.
9/6: This is the first time humanity has had their ‘I Am’ presence
active since the fall of man on Atlantis, 13,000 years ago.
9/7: Creator has removed several dark energies disturbing
communications between all-that-is and the soul of our universe
with Creator. Another interfered with communications with
Creator and all-that-is and special Earth.





















9/7: Spiritual misunderstanding is being removed from all-that-is
in this universe and all hibernating souls and being replaced with
the true nature of spirituality. A mechanical device is being
removed from all souls as it was an interpreter in place of the
inactive ‘I Am’ presence.
9/7: During our QE session, the ‘I Am’ presence for all souls on
Special Earth were activated.
9/8: Processing and assimilation of the prior events.
9/9: Creator has removed the last remaining aspects of the ‘Y’
and his 5 minions. The ‘Y’ is the source of all darkness in this
universe.
9/10: When humanity reaches all the Light Indices minimum or
greater percent, great changes will occur on Earth.
9/10: Humanity will no longer be able to do harm instead will
love one another. We will also see the departure of those who
have not reached the needed light indices.
8/28: Four aspects of humanity have been shut down for 9 years
are now active bringing to the surface many negative and dark
items for their expulsion.
8/28: Humans that refused the light from Creator and were given
new souls will have a future time to reclaim their original cleaned
soul and a rejuvenated god-spark.
8/29: Creator is sending spiritual light to our Universe gradually
over 2 days for all-that-is on Earth. It will affect one’s heart to
prepare humans for the full impact of the light turned lose over
the last several days.
8/29: Something outside this U is interrupting the absorption of
light by humans. Corrected by Creator.
8/29: A spiritual gift from Creator is being disbursed over the next
2 days to allow full absorption of the beneficial light coming to
Earth.
8/30: Creator removed an energy field around our Universe
blocking truth from reaching Earth.
8/30: The results of the previous day removal of light and truth
essences has resulted in a boost to the light index and the eclipse
energy.
8/30: A special one-time energy emission has come to engage
humanity with their heart. It will instill a lessening of their
resistance to heart messages, higher-self messages and truth.
8/31: Creator has removed another dark cloud around our
Universe messing with our spiritual access to the higher realms.
A nasty very dark energy affecting all humans on Special Earth






has been removed by Creator.
9/1: Creator has removed 2 evil things messing with spiritual
energies affecting all-that-is in this universe for 3 years.
9/1: The frequencies of all-that-is throughout the universe are
rising.
9/2: The frequencies of all-that-is throughout the universe
continue to rise.
9/3: When the Average Light Index of humanity’s higher-self
reaches 90%+ and their Earth Index reaches 90%+, great changes
will occur on Earth.



9/3: Humanity will no longer be able to do harm instead will love
one another. We will also see the departure of those who have
not reached at least 90% of light.



8/21-8/27: Week long continuous removal of negative and
dark entities, energies and essences from planet Earth and
the Universe.
8/22: The entire solar system is being physically cleaned just
as Earth.
8/22: Creator is transmuting all current and future GMO
products and seeds back to their natural state. Also ending
the use of glyphosate.
8/22: Creator Sent calming energies to the Yellowstone
volcano to prevent its eruption..
8/22: Escalated the shutting down of the IRS. Ended the
federal payroll tax withholding and IRS claims on SS and
pension funds. Also set in motion the return to Americans,
all false IRS taxes paid with interest for their entire life.
8/23: A filter that was inserted into Special Earth beings
absorbs the toxins and transmutes them to lite as the light
pushes them out of human’s body.
8/24: There is an essence on the Universe. Removed and
healing of this Universe with the violet flame.
8/25: A variation of a scalar wave harmed the surface of this
Universe about 1 year ago. A very dark thing initiated 20
internal blasts over a 1 week period trying to destroy the
Universe. Removed.
8/25: Something blocking all-that-is from accepting


















Creator’s light in the communications energy field.
Removed.
8/26: Removed a dark force around this Universe.
8/26: Changed the status within all beings to accept the new
light.
8/26: Something is masking our Universe from allowing a
higher consciousness to awaken within us. Affects our sight
and hearing and they have been blocking this solar system
for 3 years. Removed.



8/27: 4 elements, 2 on and 2 around this Universe have now been
activated bringing new light to humanity and to all-that-is in this
Universe.



8/14-8/20: Week long continuous removal of negative and
dark entities, energies and essences from planet Earth in the
mega millions affecting up to 300 million beings per group.
8/15: Creator sent powerful awakening energy to world
leaders, industry leaders, media leaders.
8/15: Creator removed a harmful spiritual grid around Earth
blocking 35% of humanity’s spirituality for 12 months.
8/16: Creator removed a controlling mechanism around the
Universe distorting the spiritual connection to Creator.
8/19: A complex group of 4 that fed all darkness in this
Universe was extinguished, ending all darkness forever.
8/8: We entered the Lion’s Gate. Our DNA is being modified
to put us on our path to ascension.
A blockage was removed from the universe blocking
spirituality from humans.
A blockage limiting our ability to emotionally heal was
removed.
The ‘Shock Wave of Light has reached 100% with humanity
now absorbing 50% on average. Special help is being
provided by Creator to those below 50%.













7/31: Some beings received help accepting their new soul
connection.
8/2: Creator’s “spiritual oneness” (masculine and feminine) is
here to change humanity and has infused itself into all-that-is
raising our spiritual vibrations.

























8/3: The “spiritual oneness” is making progress and is affecting
humanity in positive ways. It improves the connectivity to one
another, Prime Creator and the Holy Spirit. It further enhances
one’s intuition.
8/5: There were approximately 200,000 individuals who were
resisting the activation mainly with deep negative religious
beliefs. They have now come to the light.
8/6: All beings of Earth have now been activated and are
processing their newly cleansed souls. What will follow is a
powerful uplifting light stabilizing us as heart centered beings.
This will awaken us to our true god-selves where we can do no
harm and be guided by truth from our hearts.
7/28: Creator again invited groups with spiritual and mental
challenges refusing the light to accept. About 80% accepted.
7/29: The late comers went through a cram course to cleanse
their Mental, Emotional and Physical soul who then joined the
rest of humanity’s integration on Sat. 7/29.
7/29: Those not accepting the light have had their soul
extinguished and replaced with a new soul. Their essence will
continue in their to function but now in their hearts and do
positive deeds to amend for their prior deeds.
7/30: All accepting beings have fully assimilate their new
revitalized selves.
7/30: Creator will activate all the enhancements of our Earth
essences and fully engage us with our hearts.
Creator continues the cleanup of Special Earth’s air, water and
land and is currently at 70% complete.
There will be a ‘Shock Wave of Love’ sent to all Special Earth
beings in intensity proportional to their needs. This will allow
only loving acts and prohibit our ability to do harm.
Replacement of electricity by shutting down all power plants,
nuclear first then the galactic ships will provide the electricity to
power our cities until free energy devices are in all homes,
factories and businesses.
We will have a Galactic visit this summer.
GSA processes will launch next week.
Rehab will replace prisons.
GMO’s are being reversed to natural.
Bugs will be gone, no need for pesticides.























Creator continues the cleanup of Special Earth’s air, water and
land and is currently at 55% complete.
Beings of light beyond the known Universes are being cleansed of
dark invaders
A stake had been driven into humanities heart hindering access to
their hearts. Feelings of humankind being raped, crying and in
deep despair, hopelessness, anguish.
o Removal and healing for humanity:
First a willingness to accept and receive healing for all who have
lived on Special Earth was instilled.
Next the dissolution of all negative, dark and harmful feelings
since the time when the matrix was taken dark, 13,000 years ago.
Next the replacement of dark feelings with light and love.
These enhancements will occur in the days ahead.
o Removal and healing for Special Earth’s body:
Numerous etheric dark essences and debris has been removed
from the body of Special Earth.
o Pre-ascension preparation:
An expansion of the special event that began 7/7/17 is to occur
soon and further affect ALL THAT IS in pre-ascension. This will
continue up to and preparing us for ascension. This will launch
NESARA/GESARA/GCR/RV.
7/4: Creator has begun the cleanup of Special Earth’s air, water
and land and is currently at 30% complete.
7/7: A negative energy was choking Special Earth’s spiritual
energy and was removed.
6/28: Creator provided gifts to help humanity: 1) an energy
pattern for assisting humans to discern and accept truth. 2) an
enhancement to humans 3rd eye to better assimilate messages
from Creator. The frontal cortex (fight or flight) will feel inner
peace, grounded and heart centered.
6/29: An intension has been set for humanity on SE to feel and
sense the desire for peace. Special Earth will also end her need to
release negative energy thru hurricanes, etc. She will again feel as
she did during the days of the Garden of Eden.
6/19-6/25: Creator is preparing Special Earth beings for
acceptance of the upcoming NESARA/GESARA news.
6/12: Creator: Removing all hatred from all-that-is in the
Universe.
6/12: Humans on Special Earth at age 1 were installed with 2























items by dark beings from another galaxy. They were limiting us
by disempowering humanity by draining 10% of our energy.
Removed.
6/12: There was a negative aspect sabotaging the intensions of
the Agarthan. Removed.
6/12: An implant was put on humans by a dark source from
another Universe. It is interrupting clairvoyance in humans.
Removed.
6/14: During ascension, when beings arrive at their destination,
all galactic arrivals will be given a spiritual cleansing. All ascended
beings will receive a spiritual message that they have ascended
and are being prepared to begin a new paradigm.
6/14: For All-That-Is on Special Earth, a spiritual cleansing was
provided to remove all negative energy from the Atlantis attack
on Lemuria that shattered her crystal. The impact produced, fear,
anguish, bitterness, horror, shock, hate, livid and blame feelings.
These were released and replaced with ‘sparkles’ of light and
love. Freedom and peace are now to reign forever!
6/17: Our 6th senses will soon awaken to allow telepathy,
clairvoyance, clairaudient and intuition to occur.
6/6: Creator removed religious beliefs from all-that-is.
6/7: Creator is providing spiritual awakening for all sentient life in
the universe.
6/7: Appreciation for all beings in the universe and determination
specifically for Special Earth has begun.
6/8: For all beings of the universe, energies were sent to accept
ascension.
6/8: Respect for the new paradigm has been provided to all of
Special Earth.
5/26: Creator has provided compassion to all Special Earth beings.
5/29: Creator has removed the last of the matrix.
5/29: Special Earth beings were given needed strength of
gratitude and humility.
5/30: A program was running sporadically sending negative
messages to All-That-Is presenting numerous challenges and has
been removed.
5/30: 6000 years ago the dark ones inserted a device in Finland
(SE’s crown chakra) to interfere with the light coming to Earth. It
has being removed.
5/31: The 4.1 dimensional carbon based beings in this Universe
have a block from a trauma or neg/dark essence interfering with




















their ability to receive light and has now been removed.
5/31: All 3D beings will be extinguished with the ascension.
6/1: All ascending Earth beings will be guided through the ‘Pearly
Gates’ to our new home.
6/2: There has been a change in status of Special Earth soul
beings to new paradigm beings.
6/3: Creator has modified the negative emotions being received
by the souls in their higher selves to allow them to view all their
life experiences but see the negative events as a learning
experience and thus a positive thing.
6/4: There are 5 thing needed by beings to ascend:
1) accept and respect oneself;
2) share one’s truth from one’s heart within the heart of Creator;
3) Live each moment willingly loving yourself and one another
with love in your heart within the heart of Creator;
4) acquire feelings of the unlimited being we are becoming.
Remove all connections with negativity and darkness;
5) Release all attachments to wallowing in negativity and start
loving all beings on Special Earth with compassion and respect.
5/15: Humanity is now anchored or grounded as they transition
to 4.5D (currently 97%). About 1.7% will be extracted due to
refusal of light. There will be an activation of all SE beings crown
chakra to a higher quality to push out all negative and dark
emotions that are not of light. All the channels of residual
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual toxins will release thru
grounding to SE and dissipated.
5/15: All beings are being released from the total grip of our
prison cell of the dark matrix.
5/15: We will likely not even have a memory of the ones who
have been extracted. The memory and all their artifacts will be
gone.
5/17: The veil of forgetfulness is being removed from beings since
the fall of man.
5/18: The fence sitters on Special Earth will be given until need to
come to the light or be extracted and schooled until ready to
ascend.
5/18: No souls or groups beyond ‘beings’ will be ascending. Their
records and DNA of other kingdoms will be available to draw
from to reintroduce and/or enhance them following ascension.
5/24: All beings will fall into one of three groups: 1) This group




















has not reached 4.1D or higher, they will be extinguished. 2) This
group having reached 4.1D and in the light but have not reached
4.5D will be taken with their bodies to a holding area allowing
them to follow later when they reach 4.5D. 3) Those in the light
reaching 4.5D will ascend.
5/8: Creator activated the brain and heart brain connection,
moving all beings in the universe into their hearts.
5/8: Other universes are also changing for the better. All that is
feels a stronger connection with Creator and feels more in the
oneness with all that is.
5/12: There was a slowdown in the extraction of beings not in the
light and still in 3D. 85% have been removed and the rest have
until Sunday nite or Monday morning to accept the lite or be
extracted.
5/13: The multi-verse is now more able to forgive all that is.
5/14: Extractions are up to 95% with the remainder to complete
on Monday 5/15.
5/1: Two events will occur throughout the MV that will be
spiritual in nature. One will be an expansion of our heart. The
second will be an energy wrapping all-that-is in a field of the
enhanced River of Life. There will be a new, never been done
before, massive healing (physical, mental, emotional, spiritual)
for all-that-is that is all encompassing.
5/1: All hearts will be filled with Creators unconditional love and
move all-that-is into their heart-space. Next all-that-is will move
their hearts into the heart of Creator.
5/1: Something is activating in our neurons in the brain and in our
heart brain that makes our heart our main guide versus the ego.
5/1: All beings in the multi-verse will have a connection
enhancement of the brain and heart. For all beings in the multiverse that had this limitation put upon them upon incarnation, it
is being removed in the brain and will enhance our spiritual
connection to one another.
5/1: For Special Earth beings, there will be a change in our
spiritual essence with the removal of the sinus cavity, removing
our sound based hearing and providing clair-audio hearing. Our
telepathy is being installed. The animal kingdom in the multiverse will get a spiritual enhancement to improve their affections.
5/1: On Special Earth, those not at 4.1 or higher dimension will be
extracted (about 1.7%) and taken to another planet and divided
into 5 groups of like energy. The remaining family members will
receive a consulting with a 4D Earth being explaining the absence
of their family member at their home.
5/2: There is a change in how we pray, it is now coming from our

























hearts within Creators heart.
5/2: Our planet will absorb the animal kingdom’s negative
emotional energy and dissipate it freeing us from that burden.
5/2: We will receive an enhanced way to communicate with the
elementals to assist us with creating in physicality, cleansing
air/water/land and returning the elementals to a new form as
etheric essences.
5/2: Our emotions will be processed with the River of Life leaving
our physical bodies and fields undamaged. What we will have
instead are feelings that we process in our hearts without the
drama.
5/2: For the milky way galaxy, all 5D+ beings will interact in a new
way with improved telepathy. Just by thinking of another, we are
connected to them. When connected, one can connect to others
also.
5/2: For the milky way galaxy, all 5D+ beings will be enhanced
with positive intentions so that they will manifest more quickly
and powerfully.
5/2: Negative energies affecting our nervous system, interrupting
sleep, and 13 more are now removed (have been around for
about 7 million years).
5/2: For the milky way galaxy affecting all-that-is, a new change
will allow all to change themselves to become one with the
galaxy.
5/2: A 4D being can make a change ‘to’ other beings on their
planet for their highest and best even if they don’t accept or even
refuse healing physically, mentally and emotionally..
5/2: For all beings in this universe something new will give beings
wisdom.
5/4: A new flow of gifts from Creator will now be sent to the
god/goddess (Sananda/Nada) of the multi-verse, then to a
goddess of a universe, then to Gaia (the heart of the multi-verse,
then to all the planets, then to all-that-is (including humans).
5/4: What is being sent is etheric substance that changes our
attitude to positive feelings.
5/5: 5% or the Earth’s population was tagged by a negative
essence producing energy drain, spiritual interference and overall
stress. Removed.
5/6: Friday: Creator has begun the cleanup of Special Earth and
the Universe. On Friday 20% of the 3D’s on Special Earth were
extracted. These were primarily terrorists (ISIS, etc.). Group 5.
5/6: Saturday: Another 10% were extracted; pharmaceutical



















industry personnel (prescription drugs, vaccinations, flu shots,
etc.). Manufacturers, distribution, doctors, nurses, sales reps and
cabal connections. Also GMO, pesticide, herbicide, fracking and
chemtrail personnel extracted. Group 5.
5/7: Sunday: Another 40% of the dark ones will be extracted;
cabal and minions, military, police, religious, pedophiles, political,
government and fake media personnel at all levels including
political terrorists such as Soros, Kissinger, Bush’s, Clinton’s,
Rockefeller’s, Rothschild’s, Warburg’s, etc. Group 4-5.
5/7: Also, detox will begin to remove physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual toxins from all-that-is. Healing will follow. Emotions
will dissipate and be replaced with feelings.
5/8: On Monday, the remaining 30% will be extracted who are
not accepting light and in 3D. Groups 1-3. 5D beings will visit the
homes of remaining family members who have lost a 3D being
and offer consultation.
5/8: All remaining beings will be infused with the feelings of ‘do
no harm’ and ‘love one another’. All remaining (98+%) will have
an awareness of the positive changes. There will no longer be a
need for allopathic ‘medicine’ or procedures as natural healing of
physical conditions will occur.
5/8: The RV will commence followed by announcement of
NESARA/GESARA around the planet. The end of the IRS and CRA,
end of bank debt and new elections announced as most of the
congress and state politicians are gone worldwide.
5/8 and thereafter: All beings will move into their heart space
and into Creator’s heart. All-that-is will be infused with an etheric
substance that changes our attitude to positive feelings.
4/30: The 5D+beings of the Milky Way galaxy are being given an
enhancement such that they can transfer wisdom to the
Universal Mind for all beings in the multi-verse to access.
4/29: For 1 year the multi-verse was impaired by dark programs
producing lifeless, degraded, unappreciated and sad feelings in
the multi-verse and rejection in humans. Removed.
4/27: For 10 years a dark energy has drained 10% of human
energy and 1% of animals. Removed.
4/25: Gaia has arrived in her new home as heart of the multiverse where she in now in communication with all planets.
4/25: There were 4 dark etheric devices orbiting Earth for 80
years removing their heart connection to one’s god-self.
Removed.





















4/25: For 100 years, 100 universes were emotionally, mentally,
physically and spirituality disrupted with negative energy.
Removed.
4/23: The senseless killing or animals, humans and earth have
been driven by a dark essence affecting humans with closed
hearts (10%). Removed.
4/22: Hundreds of dark energies were interrupting, intruding and
interfering using distractions to block our accepting light and
grounding while connecting to and staying in the heart of Creator.
Removed.
4/22: Dark beings were esoterically cutting off beings air
(breathing problems), created pain, interrupted with sleep, and
produced restless leg syndrome for many. Removed.
4/22: Dark beings hindered our connecting to our Christ
consciousness. Removed.
4/22: Dark beings cloaked themselves as beings of lite giving false
help. Removed.
4/22: Dark being rerouted inbound/outbound spiritual messages
to another source that scrambled them creating confusion.
Removed.
4/22: Dark beings interrupted our ability to ascend with their
bodies. Removed.
4/22: Dark beings kept us from awakening. Removed.
4/22: Dark beings interrupted our natural ability to interrelate
with other beings from the heart. Removed.
4/21: Enhancements were made to our higher selves to improve
our spiritual connection with Creator and blockages were
removed to improve our mental and emotional state.
4/21: A dark was removed from 50 years ago that would interrupt
individuals about to ‘break free’ causing failure. They got tagged
and thereafter it tripped them up each time they got close to
freedom.
4/21: For 5 years, a dark energy was beaming negative energy to
disrupt the intended path of 200 key freedom patriots. Removed.
4/19: A new vibration is uplifting all in a positive way that will
enhance our current abilities. Humans can see it during
meditation in a higher state of consciousness.
4/19: Two very advanced crafts/ships will be circling the Earth.
The first ship identifies the darkness and the second transmutes it
to light. They are visible to those in their hearts (1%).
4/19: Interferences to our Earth-selves will be removed to allow a
new better connection with our higher selves and resolve
emotional disturbances.
4/19: A new spiritual in breath of life coming through the 3rd eye
will enhance our ability to receive spiritual messages. The
























outbreath is a cleansing breath for all organs and glands.
4/19: Emotions will no longer be held in organs, glands, tissue,
etc. but the negative ones will be felt and then dissipated and the
positive ones can be revisited.
4/19: There is an increased inbound flow of spiritual truth.
4/19: A lessening need for emotional support and our mental
status will improve as the brain assimilates with the heart.
4/18: An enhanced method including the 3rd eye will now allow
clearer messages to/from Creator.
4/18: Creator has been monitoring duality for the last 1 million
years.
4/17: For the last year, dark energies were disrupting sleep and
providing agitation. Removed.
4/17: Another interfered with our concentration, 3rd eye,
perceptions and vision. Removed
A toxic cesspool was removed on Special Earth and from its
beings that precipitated many emotional and physical health
challenges plus it interfered with our higher selves and our godself for the last 2000 years.
Creator has made a change to the Multiverse shell to
accommodate the new paradigm.
An advanced technology etheric intelligent device in this greater
universe was preprogramed to mess with us physically,
emotionally and to interfere with our grounding was removed by
Creator.
6 Universes including ours was blocking connection from each
planet’s essence to their higher self. Also affected humans third
eye, clair-audio, mental stress with numerous negative physical
responses were removed by Creator.
Creator has set in motion all hearts to lighten and vibrate to new
vibrations now entering. All limitations are being removed and a
new breath of life is coming to uplift all-that-is into bliss.
Creator cleared a fear and a block to the spirituality of 20% of
humans in 30 Universes. This also blocked our access to our
higher self and messed with our heart connection to Creator.
Creator transmuted a negative energy permeating the entire
Special Earth and interfered with human’s ability to act on their
spiritual guidance. It also stopped human’s ability to
comprehend that they are living in an illusion.
Creator removed negative aspect of gang members doing
violence, rape and killing. He gave protection to girls most at risk
in the world. Gave protection to young males who are
susceptible to be recruited by gangs.
A dark force used to manipulate humans in 4 Universes plus ours.
This dark force would make humans very uncomfortable and





blame others for all woes. Still present in human satanic rituals
and sacrifices. Still present in political, legal and police rules to
obey the law and authorities even if they don’t sense. Our
second chakra is the center of creativity, feeling, emotion,
pleasure, sensuality, intimacy, money and connection and was
being thrown out of balance producing “we must win at all costs”
even at the sacrifice of others. Removed with healing provided by
Creator.
Something was put on our solar plexus chakra creating skin
problems and nervous exhaustion. It also interferes with our 3rd
eye, interrupts focus, messed with our conscience (will, drive) and
triggers betrayal and strife. Also blocks spiritual awareness.
Removed by Creator.
Numerous dark energies produced feelings of being ‘unloved’ and
affected the higher heart chakra. A new negative technology has
constricting Special Earth by wrapping itself around her and
prevents freedom for all her kingdoms. Another sludge essence is
on her surface and affects all the kingdoms and is holding us in
the time illusion and in our 5 senses. There is a newly discovered
‘Energy Kingdom’ that regulates the amount of light going to the
various kingdoms and that has been interfered with for 1000
years. The higher vibrational kingdoms (including human) are
constricted from access to their 6th sense ‘knowingness’. There is
a random disbursement of a cloud like etheric substance in the air
blocking our telepathic abilities. All have been removed.
We will have a new ability to spiritually delete that which is not
of light. Creator has set in motion the removal of the ‘log’ in our
eyes we are looking through as we see or judge another. We will
see others from an unimpeded heart with love.



One dark master, 1 source and 10 creators have precipitated
‘garbage’ upon a total of 3 Universes (including ours) precipitating
dark aspects in beings who have visited or been captive in a
prison. It has been removed from all these beings.



Five dark active masterminds and 2 inactive. 20 sources and 40
creators of “trash” were found limiting the ability to heal in all
kingdoms on Special Earth and in 11 other universes has been
removed.



Prime Creator has removed the ‘Dark Matrix’ that the Annanaki
created in our moon since the days of Atlantis. This powerful
system held our unresolved emotions from prior lives, making it
difficult to release negative emotions causing them to feel
normal. It further limited our intuition, amplified negative

emotions and blocked our outbound messages to the higher
realm. Dark ones could return to their power families but those
seeking light could not release their previous life traumas nor
ascend out or their matrix and thus we carried these traumas
back to a new incarnation to live them again. They further erased
our memory coming into our new lives and blocked our recalling
them. The negative energy further pushed people out of their
hearts and into their heads and ego.


Prime Creator has further set in motion the energy to return
beings to their heart space and return to the heart of Creator.



Creator had a gift for all-that-is in the Multi-Verse to assimilate
into the new paradigm and becoming one with all-that-is.
The following messages are from various Goddess from other
Universes.
The Milky Way galaxy is being enhanced as she becomes her own
Universe.
We have a twin planet in another system in this galaxy that has
recently ascended to 5D and this info is in the Akashic records
available when the masses of Special Earth ascend.







All darkness in our U will be transmuted to lite. All negativity will
be removed. Both events will be occurring soon.



Special Earth can now reclaim her original energy before the dark
matrix was put into place by the Annanaki. Special Earth’s third
eye is expanding to assist our ascension to 5D.



Message from Master Lady Nada. Something is changing for all
beings within the Milky Way galaxy. This will move all beings into
their hearts then into Creator’s heart.

THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR
--------------------

BLT’S ARE EXPANDING

[Return]

Last Thursday’s QE session (for members) focused on BLT’S

for all. Belief, Love, Trust and Self-respect for oneself and with
Creator. Prior to the prior call the BLT was 10%, then 60%,
then 80%, then 85%, is now 90%. Self-respect before the prior
call was 1%, the 50%, then 80%, then 85% is now 100% for all
4.1-4.5D beings.
Self Belief: 100%
Self Love: 100%
Self Trust: 100%
Self-respect: 100%

ABUNDANCE

Creator Belief: 100%
Creator Love: 100%
Creator Trust: 100%
Creator Respect: 100%

[Return]

First of all, what is abundance? We first may think of money or
possessions. Yes, they certainly are a part of our abundance.
What about your health? Your freedom from debt? Your living
with just laws? Your freedom of a truthful press? Your
freedom to refuse harmful vaccinations, flu shots, chemtrails,
fluoride, fracking, HAARP, wars, terrorism and taxes?
As global GESARA implements and truths are freely told, the
cleanup of our politics, financial system, health system, trade
system, legal system and with the currency reset underway
with distribution of quintillions of dollars among the hands of
millions, what will you do?
How will you apply your time, talent and funds?
What will be your first task? Plan a vacation… well deserved.
Perhaps find ways to feed the hungry, care for the homeless or
jobless. All noble actions. Perhaps you will bond with our
members to share your time and talents to be more effective
and increase your coverage about our planet.
This is why FCUSA has prepared to gather our helping
members in groups of like minds to rollout projects more rapidly
and effectively. Some will be done at our Celebrations, others
via conference calls or breakout meetings in regions. What is
your pet project?
You may want to vote here to give us an idea of your
preferences. This will help us prioritize projects that interest
you most.

With the holiday season upon us, this would also be the optimal
time to do a heart check on what Creator’s son, Jesus
(Sananda), had to say. The New Scriptures

EARTH AWAKING CONTINUES [Return]
Here is the message from Prime Creator
spelling out the…

Seven Steps to Ascension (Freedom)
Step 1
“Connecting all humans on Special Earth to their hearts
within Prime Creator’s heart.”
Step 2
“It will become clear, Humans are living in an illusion.”
Step 3
“Accept oneself as an unlimited being of light and love
having a dreamlike experience on Special Earth.”
Step 4
“Act on your heart messages to turn the game to peace,
caring, prosperity, real health and seeking and
accepting only the truth.”
Step 5
“Awaken the higher realm listening and intuitive senses
of humanity and have a worldwide meditation to agree
to adopt and act on GESARA and adopt and live the
single law of the universe, ‘do no harm’”.
Step 6
"As the energy of humanity assimilates the awakening
from the illusion and more are in their hearts and in the
heart of Creator, announcements globally will come by
all mass media, the truth of cabal and their removal, the
end to oppressive governance, new freedom,

forgiveness of debts, mass distribution of wealth,
prosperity, end of wars, release of new technologies
and beginning of common law by the people for the
people.”
Step 7
“Release of full GCR and RV funds.”
THANK YOU PRIME CREATOR.

BioRenew [Return]

BioRenew Products Special: 1 bottle of

RealWater FREE with any paid order.

BIORENEW - Home
All Products
AngerClear
FearClear
SorrowClear
RealTrim

RealWater
Health Guide
BioScan

BioRenew Health Guide
Discover what emotions precipitate your DIS-EASE.

HOW WILL YOU HANDLE YOUR NEW WEALTH?
No one has the power or the authority to tell us if we are worthy

or not. Find your heart and your passion. If you’re focused on
humanitarian projects and creating jobs, more will be offered
especially on the ZIM. Be grounded and centered on a spiritual,
mental, emotional, psychological and physical level for this
exchange endeavor. Once people know how wicked rich you
are, you may be a target for everyone with needs. Choose to
honor your highest path and not be so eager to let the cat out
of the bag. Try doing your giving anonymously from your LLC
or Trust, your heart will be warmed.

MAKE WAY FOR FORTUNES
Global Currency Revaluation (GCR) and RV will create
fortunes for those in their hearts and willing to share!
Are you one of them? Join us and learn how.
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are

three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

Member RV Exchange
RV News (RV)

[Return]

Special Earth has Transitioned to the New
Paradigm with GESARA and World Peace.

RV Redemption
Call the 800# within 48 hours from when you receive it from your RV
Alert. When you are at the Exchange Appointment, ask for the
Highest Private Negotiated Rates. Be prepared to talk and produce a
short bulleted overview about your favorite humanitarian projects
and how they will produce jobs and help humanity and Earth.
ZIM Exchanges

ZIM holders appear to have a bit more flexibility with 48 hours
to call and set your appointments. You can set your
appointment later but to qualify for the PNR (Private Negotiated
Rates) (formerly Sovereign Rates) call within 48 hours. Once
your appointment is made, you will hold your high rate position
for your later appointment.

Private Negotiated Rates
The Sovereign rates or Private Negotiated rates are for those with
Humanitarian Projects or Plans. These should include job creations,
starting new business, helping existing businesses especially those
that are failing, rebuild and provide new machinery for factories,
build homes, food banks, build churches, help Veterans, help
volunteer programs for schools, hospitals, etc., rebuild inner cities,
help with infrastructure locally, nationally and internationally, help
with food production, help ranchers and farmers, build new means
of energy, provide new buses to all the schools, build new parks or
improve existing parks, build senior citizen centers, provide workstudy programs, help seniors, build colleges, build hospitals, build
free health clinics, build schools, build training vocational schools,
free tutoring centers, provide college scholarships, help local
municipals such as the police force, fire department, public works,
etc., animal shelters, environmental issues and cleanup of the earth,
oceans, rivers, lakes, etc. fund existing charities. The list is endless.
State what your heart’s desire is to do for your humanitarian
projects.

RV Rollout Programs
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are three
sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008 AA.

International: This is the lowest rate. It can be seen on every
front screen around the world, and will be converted for cash
without a structured program.
Market: This is a flat rate, which is higher than the
International rate. It can be received if the client is willing to
enter into a structure payout program, whereby a majority of
their money goes into an investment for a period of time.
Annuity interest payouts will be assigned per quarter and
honored through the length of the structured payout
agreement. Also, there will be a percentage of immediate
liquidity (likely up to 20%) all clients will be allowed to access
immediately (basic Non-Disclosure Agreements required).

Highest Private Negotiated Rates: This was once called the
"Sovereign Rate," but is now being individually and privately
negotiated at the time of redemption for clients who desire
to service large Humanitarian Projects or Create Large
numbers of Jobs with their earnings. A client will have to
justify, show intent, and have pre-fabricated plans to receive
the highest possible rates that are associated with Privately
Negotiated rates. Each negotiation will vary and be strictly
confidential (advanced Non-Disclosure Agreements required).
The rest of the story…

STATE OF THE CLUB

Boost your BLT & Self-Respect with QE. Testimonials

Christ Consciousness [Return]
Building on the Universal ‘Christ Consciousness’ given to all who
have entered the 4th dimension (100% on Earth with 100% thus far
accepting), have you now moved into your heart space and moved
your heart into the heart of Creator?
This is a spiritual experience as your next step of ascension. Step
into these new energies as did Jesus the ‘Christ’ or John the ‘Christ’
or Trisha the ‘Christ’ etc. We all who are in 4D or higher have
received this gift, now what will you do with this amazing gift?

QUANTUM ENERGETICS [Return]
If you missed our last special HEALING SESSION with our last QE
session you can participate on the recordings now. Most participants
are embracing the shift into this higher dimension and somehow feel
lighter and carry an inner peace and knowing that all is well and
healing.
Occasionally, a member will feel they cannot get to their deep issues
for full QE release. Upon testing several of these, we have found
they were inflicted with dark or negative energies in, on and/or

around their essence. If the individual is willing, we can easily
release these remotely opening up a truer vision of themselves and
giving them great relief.
If you have registered for QE ($0 upfront cost and the balance only
when you receive a payout from a club program) and this feels like
your dilemma, use Contact Us and ask for a ‘test and clearing of
dark/negative energies’.
We are either processing our traumas with light and forgiveness (QE)
or we are stuck resisting the light and creating internal havoc with
our emotions and health. You either rise with the new energies of
love or fall by resisting them. May you be blessed by accepting them.

Comments following recent QE sessions:
Quantum Energetics

Testimonials

“Although I had no trouble being clear about the emotions I was feeling, I
did have trouble connecting with any specific event. However, as the
session progressed, I DID feel the emotional releases. This was especially
evident after I brought my 4 year old self down from the cloud and gave her
a hug. I found that by embracing a small pillow helped make the connection
feel real. After that, my invocation to St. Germaine and Lady Mary for help
really started the Violet Flame action going.” R.P.
“Thank you so much, Tom, for generously and graciously sharing your
healing methods with all to lift our world. (Not to mention, with humor)! I
so needed this. I feel like a limp noodle who can now Believe, Love and Trust
more completely!!!”
DATA
“I really appreciate QE more and more each time I do these sessions. My
increasing day-to-day lightness of spirit must be palpable to strangers,
because I am experiencing more and more positive reactions to me without
my even saying anything as I go about my day.” R.P.
“Thank you so much, Tom, for generously and graciously sharing your
healing methods with all to lift our world. (Not to mention, with humor)! I
so needed this. I feel like a limp noodle who can now Believe, Love and
Trust more completely!!!” D.A.T.A.
"I am so addicted to this that if I am later getting home, I wait not so
patiently for the recording to do my part in elevating this world of ours by
my healing. Thank you, Tom, Lois and FCUSA for this helping, healing hand
for our growth." D.A.

“Each time I release negative emotions on my psychological onion, I am
grateful for this knowledge and process. Thank you so much for your
humanitarian service to all of us who take the time to do the work - no
matter how hard it is to look at these underlying emotions which do, in fact,
cause our dis-ease... With heartfelt gratitude- Thank you.” D.A.
"Much more clear on why I have been averse to wealth. Ending a
generations long vow to deny myself money. I love the ripple effect of
completing these QE sessions." Anon
"Felt 10 years younger. Increased Energy. Better Circulation. Much
Gratitude." S.Y.
"Wow! Much better now. Breathing deep, calmer, relaxed. That felt much
better!" C.H.
“I could see my teenage self smiling with greater self-confidence and selfacceptance. She thanked me for helping to set her free from self-rejection
and doubt.” R.P.
“Love Heals All. Speak your truth with wisdom, honour and integrity. I am
an expression of love.” S.Y.
“Outstanding. Content and at peace. I do believe this was the best session
yet.” S.H.
“Slept very deeply. felt really good and empowered today. Love Heals All.
Speak your truth with wisdom, honour and integrity. I am an expression of
love.” S.Y.

BECOMING MORE HEART CENTERED
The most significant part of all this is letting go of “outward in” living
replacing it with “heart centered” living. You begin to trust your
heart within Creator’s heart and know the inner messages are the
truth. As you trust this guidance in your daily decisions more and
more you will discern the truth and solution needed in each
challenge. We will rely less and less on the kneejerk response from
the latest “false flag” attempt to move us into fear and trust our
heart to guide us to the truth.
Explore the muscle testing audios to discover your hidden abilities to
find truth as you release your false beliefs about yourself and your
world. This is the great virtue of Quantum Energetics. Releasing
from you what is NOT true and replacing them with what IS true. QE

Those in dimensions 3.1 to 3.5 (very low) are having a very difficult
time and are leaving the planet or being arrested. Those from 3.6 to
3.12 with effort can make the transition to 4D. (QE)
All political, religious, military, pharmaceutical, medical, bankers,
attorneys, judges, police, media and taxing representatives etc. who
are NOT in the light are now arrested, have died or have been
extracted from our planet.
We will see beings of light come forward who have risen into the 4 th
dimension taking positions of leadership and sharing the truth. We
will see NESARA/GESARA and the RV bless our planet with truth and
abundance. We will see the media ownership change and truth will
be shared worldwide. We will see real freedom return to the real
sovereign uSA and to the world.
As the energy has risen, there are no third dimensional beings left on
our planet. All have either risen to 4D or they have perished. I know
nothing that will move your energy to a higher vibration faster than
QE Testimonials.
All who choose the light will find it. May you be blessed.
Rev. Tom
Read more here

Dreaming a New Reality

[Return]
It is important that you understand that things that you might think are
far off, things that you might qualify as only dreams, these can become
realities and this is the lesson for all of humanity. It is to understand
power that you possess when you change your mind from one thing to
another - from a low frequency to a high one. It will create the
structure, it will increase the hearing and it will allow for the
manifestation.

Changing
"Work with love. Remember, whereas it used to be that your

growth was based on discipline, admonishment, fixing, and curing,
your growth is now about more loving and more healing. It's about
changing more than about fixing; it's about healing more than
about curing. Work with love." ~ Lazaris
Ascension
Let yourself perceive your ascension process as a fun, enjoyable
and pleasurable experience as in doing so you will observe gratitude
radiating from your being, your energy vibration quickening, and
your light quotient advancing.

Our New Earth

[Return]

You are likely discovering those "artificial clouds" in the sky are loaded
with destructive chemicals, toxins and viruses intended to harm all life
on planet Earth. Vaccines are now skyrocketing autism in our children;
GMOs are destroying our food supply; sonar is destroying dolphins and
whales; HAARP is creating or enhancing hurricanes, tornadoes and
earthquakes; and fluoride in our water and toothpaste are numbing our
brains!
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